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INTRODUCTION

The world today is fraught with weapons displaying ever increasing capabilities to destroy. These weapons are not just the nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons of mass destruction most focused on by those concerned with proliferation. The advanced conventional weaponry currently transferred to the Third World creates new capabilities and new threats. The 1991 war in the Persian Gulf illuminated for the international community the inherent danger of this proliferation. Unfortunately, many drew the wrong lesson from the Gulf War. This lesson was that weapons transfers should be severely restrained or eliminated in order to fight proliferation and bring peace, stability, and economic development to the Third World. This harkens back to the mid-to late-1970s debate on the failed arms transfers restraint policy of the Carter Administration. In summing up the debate, Richard K. Betts presciently stated that:

these old [arms restraint] impulses may be dormant rather than dead... [P]olicy tends to oscillate between complacent optimism and near-hysterical alarm. In the first three years of the Carter Administration, the pendulum swung in the latter direction. But once the dust settles, adrenalin runs down, and the Byzantine fluidity of alignments in the Near East swamps American
leaders a few times, there may be a renewal of skepticism about arms transfers, if not the rebirth of hope in the evolution of world politics toward harmony. The end of the Cold War and the experience of the Gulf War have led to this predicted resurgence that requires renewed insights and analysis both theoretically and practically.

The proposed restraint policies would be instituted by an arms suppliers' cartel or regime that would govern all arms transfers. This view fails to recognize two important points. First, such a regime is not desirable. This undesirability stems from a lack of recognition of the security interests that drive the demand for arms internationally. For the importing nation, the need to defend against perceived threats requires the procurement of forces necessary for self-defense. Because they do not have the industrial or knowledge bases necessary for the efficient production of arms, they find it more desirable to import the weapons. For the exporting nation, weapons transfers gain them foreign currency, lower production costs, and real or perceived influence in the recipient states. Weapons transfers in conjunction with diplomatic processes can actually lead to more stable Third World regions if those transfers allay the security concerns of the recipient states. Also, summarily denying arms to any region inherently picks winners and losers in the region by significantly advantaging those states who either have

domestic production capabilities or already possess a distinct military advantage.

Second, even if it were undesirable, an effective suppliers' cartel is unattainable and impractical given the nature of the international system. The axiom of the weapons transfer community says, "If not from us, then from whom?" If a state does not buy from us they will find someone, whether openly or on the black market, who will supply the desired weaponry. As long as threats and tensions remain in the international system, the demand for arms and the factors encouraging transfers will push nations to engage in the arms trade. Pushing transfers onto the black market decreases transparency and exacerbates tensions instead of relieving them.

The first section of this thesis gives a background on the development of the arms trade, the theoretical debate over the control of the trade, and the attempts to control it since World War I. With this debate in mind, the second section deals with the theoretical implications of a suppliers' cartel. It begins with an overview of Realist Theory assumptions and develops a theory of the implications of a working arms cartel. This is essentially to explore the desirability of a cartel separate from the question of feasibility. Section III then derives from contemporary regime theory a model of what the ideal arms transfer regime would look like. From this ideal model, a critical case can
be chosen that conforms to the model. The fourth section presents the case of the former Yugoslavia and the international arms ban as the critical case. Finally, Section V states that an arms suppliers' regime or cartel is both undesirable and unattainable. I then conclude that United States and international efforts should focus on the root causes of Third World tension while at the same time exercising an arms transfer policy that incorporates restraints driven by a strategy based on our long-term national interests.
CHAPTER I

ARMS TRANSFERS AND THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM

In order to examine the desirability and feasibility of an arms suppliers' regime, one must first understand the history, trends, and theories of the arms trade. Important considerations include first, who are the suppliers of arms to the Third World? Are these suppliers from the First, Second, or Third Worlds? Do these suppliers hope to gain political ends, military ends, and/or economic ends from this trade? On the demand side, who are the recipients—Latin America, the Middle East, Africa, South Asia? Is the trade region-specific because of instability or is it world wide because of power considerations? Besides the structure of the market—the black box—one must know the interworkings of the market—what is inside the box. Considerations include arms transfer regulations within the supplier states, end use restrictions, and, most importantly, attempts at state and system-wide supplier restraint. After examining the general aspects of the arms trade, a critical case can be chosen and analyzed in light of historical experience and theoretical examinations, letting us assess the prospects for the future.
A DEVELOPING ARMS MARKET

Since the development of mass produced arms, there has been an international arms market. "From the very beginnings of the modern arms industry during the Industrial Revolution of the mid-nineteenth century, the sale of weapons abroad has been an integral part of its business." Manufacturers such as Alfred Krupp of Prussia and Lord Armstrong of England depended on the export of their arms for their continued survival and for the capital to improve their weapons and production processes:

Two characteristics were very striking from the start. Firstly, the development of armaments was regarded as inseparable from the whole movement of industrial progress. Secondly, it was of all industries the most global.²

However, these sales were mainly to other "First World" or Colonial powers since these states dominated much of the Third World. While Latin America was a market for warships and rifled weaponry in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, this market was by no means the "bread and butter" of the industry.

Before World War I, arms trades with what is now considered the Third World were minimal at most. Dealings


were between private companies and recipient states, consisting mainly of small arms and munitions. The trade begun by Krupp and Armstrong, however, had developed considerably. Known collectively as the Merchants of Death, these arms producers handled all aspects of what we now call arms transfers—production, marketing, sales, and delivery. These were private sales not controlled by the domestic government, not seen as a way to gain political control of the recipient state, and not calculated in terms of national grand strategy. The gun merchants' credo "as expressed by Andrew Undershaft, the villain of George Bernard Shaw's 'Major Barbara,' was clear and unashamed: 'to give arms to all men who offer an honest price for them, without respect of persons or principles.'" This policy and system led to a large trade between the developed countries of Europe giving rise to the post-World War I "popular idea in the United States and elsewhere...that the 'massive' armaments buildups were responsible for the holocaust [of World War I], and these buildups were in turn the responsibility of the arms traffickers." Following the war, with the disarmament talks like the Washington Naval Conference, the 1920s and '30s were marked by the first serious attempts to track and discourage

---


" Ibid.

" Cannizzo, 2.
the arms trade. These measures were significant and will be covered later in this section when restraint attempts in arms trade are discussed.

While arms exports did drop in the down years of the early- to mid-1930s (along with most other exports), rising worldwide tension in the late 1930s led to a dramatic shift in arms transfers:

"[T]he public attitude towards armaments was already changing. In October 1935 Mussolini invaded Abyssinia; in March 1936 Hitler invaded the Rhineland; in July 1936 the Spanish civil war began... Whatever the prospects for disarmament may have been in the 'twenties, Hitler's determination to arm Germany in the 'thirties could hardly be blamed on Vickers (a major British arms producer and exporter)."

Britain and France shifted production priorities from foreign to domestic demands. With the beginning of World War II, the United States became the "Arsenal of Democracy" that Woodrow Wilson had envisioned in 1917. The lend lease program established the US as the largest arms exporter in the international system. This status carried over from World War II into the Cold War era and continues to this day. Again, most of the arms supplied during this time were to already industrialized nations and not to the underdeveloped Third World that had yet to experience the upheaval of decolonization and the Cold War. Important in this period was the replacement of individual companies with government agencies as the major arms dealers, "partially because as a

---

7 Anthony Sampson, 87.
result of the war effort and partially as a result of the increasing controls stemming from the 1930s." The war was a watershed in the arms transfer system. No longer was Europe the supplier of choice. Devastated and demoralized by the war, Europe invested its few remaining resources in the rebuilding of its civilian infrastructure. The two centers of power left by the war now also became the foci of the arms trade. "The center of the arms industry shifted from Europe to the Soviet Union in the East and to the United States in the West... And there it remains." 

The division of power following World War II coincided with a division of ideology. The Cold War was fought on many fronts, and arms transfers to the Third World was a major one. While World War I had led to the popular conception of the "Merchants of Death," World War II had the opposite effect with arms producers seen as the saviors from Fascism. Thus, in the Cold War competition, arms transfers and their benefits were seen as legitimate tools of foreign policy and grand strategy. With this legitimacy came a new liberalism in arms transfers based on an old argument. The crux of the producers argument for a liberal transfer policy dated back to 1918 and Sir Basil Zaharoff himself: "the sale of arms is part of national prosperity, and the nation which sells to other nations understands best the real military and naval position

* Cannizzo, 2.

* Cannizzo, 3.
inside those countries to which it sells."\textsuperscript{10} Arms simultaneously became a source of post-war recovery cementing alliance relationships, providing access to political and military elite, gaining valuable intelligence, and furthering ideological aims. While Sir Basil's argument played well with the economic and military strategists, the public was more moved with the ideological motives. "The use of armaments as bulwarks against Communism or aids to the overthrow of capitalist imperialist rule continued throughout the 1950s and 1960s and can still be found as a rationale today."\textsuperscript{11} Legitimized by these and domestic economic rationales and with the economic and military recovery of Europe, arms transfers to the Third World increased significantly through the 1950s and 1960s. By 1968, at the height of the Vietnam Conflict, arms transfers from the First World to the Third World exceeded those to other First World countries for the first time and never reversed.\textsuperscript{12} During this development in the volume of trade there was a parallel increase in the regulations governing the trade. Key in these regulations were end use constraints on the arms recipients. Weapons could not be retransferred or used for certain purposes unless first approved by the original supplier. These strings

\textsuperscript{10} Sampson, 55.

\textsuperscript{11} Cannizzo, 3.

attached to the arms did not dissuade states from buying, however.

Since the late 1960s, arms transfers have boomed. Nations have competed more and more on economic and capability terms. With increasing weapons sophistication and cost, along with economic realities forcing more producers to rely on the international markets, recipient states no longer were restricted by an ideological straightjacket and could successfully shop the market. A case in point was the Shah of Iran:

[T]he Shah was buying from arms companies everywhere, and by the next year, 1966, he was allowed by the Pentagon to acquire the latest version of the McDonnell Phantom fighter, the F4D... He was still anxious not to depend on any one country, and he loved to play nations against each other. He bought extensively from Britain and France, and just after the Phantom deal he played his boldest hand. He flew to Moscow and in February 1967 announced as arms deal involving $110 million of military equipment... 13

This playing off of one country against another did not discourage arms transfers but instead encouraged even greater arms sales to keep the recipient "in our camp"14 and contributed to the shift away from ideologically based transfers and the rise of European and Third World producers.15

13 Sampson, 247.

14 This was a trend that would be followed in Egypt, Somalia, and Kuwait.

15 Lewis W. Snider, "Arms Transfers and the Diffusion of Power: Implications for Foreign Policy," Military Assistance and Foreign Policy, ed. Craig M. Brandt (Dayton, Ohio: Air Force Institute of
In the mid- to late-1970s, the Carter administration instituted efforts to practice arms restraint policies in cooperation with the Soviet Union and the US' NATO allies in what became known as the Conventional Arms Transfer Talks (CAT). With no real cooperation from the other suppliers in the system, this policy was a failure and was, therefore, readily cited by the arms industry and politicians amenable to liberal arms transfer policies as why restraint was and is utopian. This attitude is readily seen in the comments of Reagan Administration Undersecretary of State for Security Assistance James Buckley when he stated that the Carter arms-transfer restraint policy was "a misguided moral exercise that 'substituted theology for a healthy sense of self-preservation.'"\(^6\) With the end of the Carter Administration and the increase of Third World conflicts ranging from Afghanistan to the Persian Gulf to Central America the arms trade again picked up steam in the 1980s.

The demise of the Cold War has not stemmed the flow of arms to the Third World. Though ideology waned as a motivating factor for the sale of arms to the Third World, it also provided restraint to the sales of weapons to those seen as in the opposites camp. The end of the Cold War has meant the removal of this restricting template from the world system

and has allowed many Third World nations to fulfill their perceived security needs in a more pragmatic fashion. At the same time, in wake of the 1991-92 Gulf War, many people are calling for the international community "to take steps to prevent a repeat of the situation that permitted Saddam Hussein, as well as other leaders in the region, to buy essentially whatever weapons they could pay for on the international market."17 Again, many pundits and theorists are accusing the arms exporters of being the Merchants of Death.

Along with the development of the current state of the arms market, arms transfers have been experiencing three long term trends that threaten transfer restraint agreements and many of the goals of arms control. The first of these trends is the qualitative shift in the capabilities of the weapons systems transferred to the Third World. In the immediate post-World War II era throughout the early period of the Cold War, arms transfers largely dealt with war surplus and second hand equipment. Beginning in the mid- to late-1960s, first line equipment went directly to Third World client states:

Even in the early 1960s, the aircraft transferred to the developing world more often than not were ten-year-old American F-86s and Soviet MiG-17s rather than the first line planes of the period (such as F-4s and MiG-21s). In contrast, today many of the arms being sold are among the most sophisticated in the inventories of the supplier states. This is most strikingly evident with certain

17 Lee Feinstein, "President Bush's Middle East Arms Control Initiative: One Year Later," Arms Control Today 22 (June 1992), 11.
advanced fighter aircraft. The F-15, the most sophisticated plane of its type, is being sold to Saudi Arabia and Israel, and plans are in progress to have it co-produced in Japan; the soviet MiG-23 is being exported to several nations in the Middle East, as is the French Mirage F-1.18

This trend has not reversed since the end of the Cold War with advanced Patriot technology going to the Israelis and F-16s going to, among other countries, Taiwan. As per-unit costs skyrocket and competition for markets to obtain economies of scale becomes even more fierce, this trend is likely to accelerate not reverse.

The second and most disconcerting trend in the arms market is the rise of Third World producers. Spurred into the market by domestic security concerns, perceived economic and technological gains, or both, Third world suppliers have risen rapidly through the 1980s and early-1990s. In 1981 Andrew J. Pierre noted that Third World producers accounted for only "4.4 percent of world arms exports" and that "because these countries are mainly dealing in second-echelon technology, and in most cases cannot provide the political support principal suppliers do, which is often part of the attraction of doing business with them, these arms producers are unlikely to present a serious challenge to the four major suppliers."19 Yet by 1991, the Big Four had expanded to the Big Five with the inclusion of China. Israel is actively marketing its arms

---

18 Pierre, 10.
19 Pierre, 13.
technology in Latin America and South Asia, and North Korea is currently providing Syria with ballistic missile technology. "In the first half of the 1980s arms exports by developing countries grew rapidly at an average rate of 21 percent annually..." With the breakup of the Soviet Union, the new Central Asian nations, in desperate need of hard currency, are holding fire sales of former Red Army equipment. While their technology is not on a par with the US or Europe, their weapon systems are effective and more often than not come without the strings attached to transfers from the First World, thus making them very attractive to many Third World leaders.\(^2\)

Related to the second trend is the rise of co-production agreements between First and Third World states. This involves the transfer of very sophisticated technology to the recipient state enabling future domestic production capabilities free of control from the original supplier state. This trend can be seen US deals with Israel in the co-development of Israeli Aircraft Industries' (IAI) Lavi fighter, with Japan in the development of the F/X project, with Taiwan in the their domestic fighter effort. "As a result of this trend, there has been a spread in sophisticated weaponry around the globe."\(^2\) These trends, taken as a


\(^{21}\) Snider, 36.

\(^{22}\) Pierre, 11.
whole, raise yet another barrier to the creation and implementation of an effective arms supplier cartel, yet calls for these arrangements have continued.

PAST RESTRAINT ATTEMPTS

The first concerted attempt at slowing the flow of arms for the purpose of advancing the goals of peace and mutual security was made in the 1930s in response to the "Merchants of Death" of the World War I period. These efforts in the United States resulted from the findings of the Nye Committee of 1934-36 "which seemed to confirm the worst suspicions about the cynical greed of the arms makers and their international conspiracies."

This was a three mechanism response meant to stem the flow of arms:

One response was the register of all arms transfers with the League of Nations and later the convening of the Geneva Arms Conference...

A second response involved investigatory committees [into the practices of the arms merchants]...

The third response--control by national governments--stemmed from the findings of these committees and the moral directives of the League.

During the early 1930s, arms transfers were severely curtailed. However, this was "due more to the general economic depression with subsequent trade and tariff barriers and competitive devaluation than to effective government

---

"Sampson, 77.

"Cannizzo, 2."
With the coming of World War II, steps to stop the arms trade were slowed or even stopped. However, government control over most arms transfers became the norm through the efforts of the 1930s. This was and is a necessary step to any further restraint attempts but is by no means sufficient. "Despite the fact that government involvement was originally intended to slow and regulate the arms trade, it has been more responsible for the massive expansions."26

The first post-World War II comprehensive attempt at cooperative arms transfer restraint was President Carter’s CAT negotiations initiated in 1977. Despite their relatively short-lived nature, these talks produced a few results:

In four negotiating sessions between July 1977 and December 1978, the U.S. and Soviet teams agreed on a number of general principles regarding the types of weaponry that should be subject to control and tabled some specific language on a number of issues, including limiting the sale of weapons that are particularly devastating to civilian populations. By the fall of 1978, there was even movement toward discussion of limits on sales to specific regions.27

This effort died for two reasons. First, it ignored the "reality" of the international system and, therefore, did not have the support of many realists in the Carter Administration—Zbigniew Brzezinski being the most prominent opponent. "Brzezinski launched a successful bureaucratic attack on the CAT talks, and by December 1978 they were dead

25 Ibid.
26 Cannizzo, 15.
27 Hartung, 60.
in the water." The second and most often overlooked reason for failure was that the talks did not include the other suppliers in the system. At the time it was assumed that with the US and the Soviet Union on board, the other suppliers in NATO and the Warsaw Pact would be forced to go along. This assumption cannot be made, especially in the case of the French. Third World producers were completely ignored.

Today there are two on-going efforts to control arms transfers: the Middle East Arms Control Initiative, and the UN’s building block approach through the registration of all arms transfers. The latter of these efforts is seen "[a]s part of the wider transparency process" that can build confidence and diminish regional tensions. The Middle East efforts have stalled following a communique issued that enumerates basic transfer principles agreed to by the Big Five. Yet all the "rhetoric about the need to limit arms transfer," so far "there is no indication that any sales have been foregone." Added to this, "The Big Five have not looked at regional discussions to limit demand for arms sales." Thus, with these trends and a new administration

---

28 Ibid.


30 Natalie Goldring, "President Bush’s Middle East Arms Control Initiative: One Year Later," Arms Control Today 23 (June 1992), 12.

31 Goldring, 13.
in Washington, the outlook is bleak for any near-term success. We are thus left with the same conclusion that Richard Betts drew in 1980, "The precedents for restraint are all discouraging."

THE DEBATE

Despite or because of these attempted and failing efforts at arms transfer controls, there continues in the literature a debate as to the efficacy and desirability of an arms suppliers' regime. The pundits and theorists have ranged from those who see a regime as the best hope for the institution of peace and regional stability in some of the world most dangerous flashpoints to those who see any effort at controlling supply without attacking demand as a "will-o’-the-wisp."

The current debate dates back to the mid- to late 1970s and coincided with the Carter Administration's restraint policy. Paul Warnke, then director of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA), stated that restraint should start in the United States and then, through example, be extended to Russia and the Europeans. Further, he believed that only through unilateral actions could the US provide a legitimate platform to build a cooperative restraint regime. "The essential goal for Warnke was to reverse the existing

" Betts, 83.

" Pierre, 3.
assumptions about arms sales: they must be regarded as unnecessary and undesirable, unless proved otherwise; and only when there was a clear advantage to American national security should they be allowed." In his ground breaking study of the history of foreign arms sales, Anthony Sampson agreed with Warnke and suggested that "the arms trade feeds on itself, and weapons breed more aggression, heading back toward international anarchy and poverty." He stated the way towards limiting the arms trade was defense conversion and using the US' "considerable leverage over her allies" to keep the British and French from transferring weapons. Arguing against these idealist proponents was Lord Goronwy-Roberts, British Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, when he addressed the 1976 UN conference on the limitations of transfers. His position was that limitations based on a suppliers' cartel were impossible in the face of continued demand. He said, "If the demand is not there, the suppliers will not be able to export." Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger expressed the same thought and continued that agreement among suppliers to regulate arms sale constituted a "cartelization" of the arms trade and that "cartels had historically worked effectively when suppliers

31 Sampson, 330.
35 Sampson, 337.
shared some interests; there were no common interests among the larger producers of arms."

Richard Betts, taking a more pragmatic than theoretical position, concluded after the demise of the Carter efforts that "one of the few tangible results of limiting sales is economic loss to the United States. The extent and import of the loss are debatable, but there is certainly no immediate gain." He went on to state that the proponents of arms transfer control have never shown transfers to have any real "global relevance" in starting wars. Betts theoretically looked at the concept of transfer control alone as a tool for introducing stability to the Third World. He found that such controls display "paternalistic naivete" on the part of the developed world and that the true means of introducing stability is by "subordinating arms limitation to arms control." By this he meant that regional security systems that control demand should be initiated and that regions should be treated separately when considering transfers.

Following the debacle of Carter's CAT talks, the early 1980s saw both more unrestricted transfers of arms and a more balanced approach to the arms trade based less in idealist assumptions and mores. The first of these writers was Andrew Pierre with his study The Global Politics of Arms Sales.

---

6 Pierre, 283.

7 Betts, 82.

8 Betts, 108.
Following an extensive study of the trade, Pierre ends in calling for the need for the international management of the arms trade. This management could come about in a three step process: 1) mutual example--policies of restraint adopted unilaterally," 2) formal agreements--verifiable treaties establishing specific limits and prohibitions," and 3) informal negotiations--providing a forum and transparency to maintain a suppliers cartel." While Pierre attempted to take a pragmatic view of the trade, his conceptions of controlling mechanisms still were based in the idealist assumptions that arms in and of themselves cause conflicts. In the realist camp are R.D. McKinlay and A. Mughan. In their 1984 book, Aid and Arms to the Third World, they conclude that transfer controls are ineffective at best. They suggested that the likely future of arms transfers would be increasing dollar values of arms sales in the absence of any controls on demand. "After all, official transfers exist only because of an interplay between demand and supply," thus "unilateral action on the part of one of them [supplier states] to alter the political status quo would hardly prove acceptable to the others." Seconding this conception of the transfer market

9 Pierre, 291.

10 Pierre, 292.

11 Ibid.

was Gregory S. Sanjian who purported to find in his 1988 study that the Superpowers, who at the time accounted for the vast majority of the arms trade with the Third World, conform to an expected-utility model of transfers based on the political and economic incentives to trade. Further, these incentives still exist today and will continue to exist into the future absent any decline in the demand for arms."

Unfortunately, most of this literature is couched in the context of the Cold War. It assumed a continuing strategic and ideological competition between East and West. North/South issues, the rise of alternative producers, and the decline of ideologically based transfers have been largely ignored in the literature. The debate, however, continues—especially given the stimulus of the 1991-92 Gulf War.

The idealists have produced much material recently. On 14 April 1993 the World Policy Institute of the New School for Social Research launched a project on the control of the international arms trade. The Institute and the project leader, William D. Hartung, posit that:

The unrestrained traffic in conventional arms and military technology has emerged as one of the primary security challenges facing the international community... Arms transfer controls can no longer be viewed as a noble goal to be cast aside when other pressing political or security concerns come to the forefront: controlling the

proliferation of the weapons of war must become a first principle of U.S. national security planning."

To this end, Hartung has proposed a swift revival of the Big Five talks and a unilateral "moratorium on new U.S. arms sales to the Middle East for a period of six months to a year, to provide time for the discussions to bear fruit." Agreeing with Hartung's position is Ambassador Hendrik Wagenmakers who argued in Arms Control Today that there needs to be a mechanism to "avoid a reoccurrence of the accumulation of excessive and destabilizing conventional weapons, as occurred in Iraq prior to its invasion of Kuwait." To this end he has proposed a UN register as an interim transparency mechanism that could be used as a basis of a future suppliers' cartel. Finally, Lee Feinstein stated recently that the new Middle East Arms Control Initiative, if seriously pursued, would "have enormous potential to limit the arms trade," and that the US "has the ability and the obligation to take steps to control the arms trade."

To further the debate, we need to explore arms transfers in the post-Cold War international environment. If the idealists above are right, and an arms transfer regime is
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possible and needed given the right circumstances, then we should be able to find a case that conforms to these criteria are present and the regime is a success. On the other hand, if the realists are right, we should find a critical case where all the inputs to an ideal cartel are present yet the goals of the cartel are not realized. It is this examination that will follow.
CHAPTER II

A BASE

According to Lee Feinstein, assistant director of research at the Arms Control Association, the need to limit arms sales, especially to Third World regions with a high degree of militarization such as the Middle East, "is self evident." While this is the position of many theorists and pundits alike, we should not be so cavalier with regard to the moral, political, and practical aspects of limiting arms sales to any region of the world much less make the above assertion a blanket one. It is essential that we take a step back and determine the implications of an arms suppliers' cartel or regime and develop effective policy prescriptions from the conclusions derived from a theoretical and practical study of the question.

REALIST ASSUMPTIONS

Before beginning a critical analysis of the concept of supply-side arms control, it is important to first state what assumptions are made about the international system. For these assumptions, I rely heavily on those made by the
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"realists" theorists. First, the international system must be looked at as a whole. A system according to Robert Keohane "consists of a set of interacting units exhibiting behavioral regularities and having an identity over time." Within this system, states are the units referred to by Keohane. While one can argue that multinational corporations, international institutions, and interdependence has eroded the independence of action and importance of the state-as-actor, states and the concept of state sovereignty have remained the most powerful organizing factor in the international environment.

The structure of the international system is a function of the distribution of power within the system. This distribution of power governs the interactions between states within the system. There are a multitude of predictions made from the nature of the structure be it bi-polar, uni-polar, or multi-polar. What is of concern to this piece, however, is the primordial drive or motivation assumed by this theory—self-preservation. The main interest that a state has is thus maintaining and expanding its freedom of action or sovereignty thereby ensuring its continued existence. To realists, the concept of interest is "defined in terms of power," and that international politics can, therefore, be defined "as a continuing effort to maintain and to increase the power of

one's own nation and to keep in check or reduce the power of other nations."

Self-preservation is thus the over-riding moral force that governs the interactions between states. In the state of anarchy that exists in the international system today, where self-help is the rule and the norm, state decision-makers have the moral responsibility to insure that the state is protected from any internal or external foe that threatens its power, sovereignty, or existence. While these threats may be real or perceived from an objective standpoint, for the state they are a reality that must be dealt with to ensure survival and security. These threats can come from many aspects of power; we are, however, concerned with military threats. Military threats are a direct challenge to the physical security of a nation. Like power, security is a relative concept. For a nation to have security vis-a-vis another nation, it must feel that it has the means to deter a military assault and/or defeat such an assault. If this capability is developed, then the target nation no longer possesses security. Thus we have a security dilemma.

The security dilemma and the drive for military security can and does often lead to arms races and regional tension. Governed by the primordial desire to amass power and to gain superiority over other states in the interest of security,
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mutually fearful states are forced into escalating efforts to provide for self-security. These efforts, derived from the moral obligations and legitimate goals and workings of the state, cannot be condemned in and of themselves. It is from this conclusion about the nature of the international system that the desirability and efficacy of an arms suppliers' regime must analyzed.

REALISM AND THE ARMS TRADE

Why have so many politicians and political thinkers suggested setting up an arms suppliers' regime? What are the perceived benefits, and what if any drawbacks are discussed? Theorized benefits from an arms suppliers' regime include:

1. A lessening of regional tension brought on by the extreme militarization of the region;
2. Preventing mutually disruptive arms races;
3. Allowing Third World funds that would go towards arms purchases to now be redirected towards national and regional development;
4. Making any war that should break out less lethal and less protracted.

Like all arms control initiatives, the overall goal of a suppliers' regime is to foster confidence, lower tensions, and break the spiral of the security dilemma. While these are all noble goals, it is suspect that controlling the supply side of the arms market can or should be used to foster them.

First, does limiting the supply of arms truly limit regional tensions? As stated above it is the moral responsibility of states to provide for their own defense and counter any threat. Regional tensions may arise because of
many varied reasons. These tensions are exacerbated, however, when threats outweigh the state's current ability to counter those same threats. Herein lies a state's sense of a lack of security and of a state's demand for arms. In the industrialized world this demand can be met by utilizing the pre-existing domestic infrastructure to manufacture the needed armaments. In the non-industrialized Third World, however, states do not have this option; their demands must be filled by importing from the various arms exporters in the system or by developing their own arms production capabilities.

By setting up a suppliers' cartel that denies weapons to countries with security needs, is stability really enhanced? The answer is no. Weapons are not the root cause of tension but are instead procured to safeguard the state. While at times arms can exacerbate tensions as in the case of the Cuban Missile Crisis, they were the proximate cause of the crisis not the necessary and sufficient cause of the tensions leading to Soviet-American conflict. A metaphor for the threatened state is that of a wild animal that is cornered. By cornering the animal, we deny it the option of an escape route. While we may be more massive and powerful, this animal may see no alternative but to attack to maintain its survival. A non-industrialized state suffering from a severe security deficit faces the same lack of options if it is denied the escape route provided through the importation of arms. Embargoing arms to a region favors the state that has either a production
capability or an alternative supply of arms (through covert transfers or blockade busting). The state without this capability faces a deteriorating security situation, thus heightening instead of dispelling regional tensions. Even in the case of an effective arms embargo in a region where no production capabilities exist states can and will use the option of the black market to partially fulfill their security needs. Because black market supplies are unpredictable and unstable, these supplies do not engender the much needed confidence in the recipient state. If all states legally, efficiently, and openly procure the weapons deemed necessary to counter the threats present, these states will be less concerned about attacks. Stability, in fact, could be enhanced. We must, therefore, focus not on arms themselves as the cause of the tensions present in the international system. The desire for armaments is more accurately a function of those tensions, not their cause.

The second point of arms restrain proponents--that mutually disruptive arms races will be prevented--is unfortunately utopian. Since we are conceptualizing a situation where demand already exists because of a state’s perception of a real threat, is it not the case that if weapons to counter this threat cannot be imported, then national resources can and will be mobilized to enable the domestic production of war materials. From Iraq and Libya to South Africa and North Korea, we already see arms production
capabilities growing in the Third World. Any First World suppliers' cartel would further enhance this trend at a time when resources are more scarce than ever. With such domestic arms production capabilities, arms races will only be controlled by the availability of resources for arms production. Furthermore, arms races can only be stemmed by attacking the root causes of the regional tensions that are driving the states' security needs. The security dilemma is predicated upon there being a threat or an uncertainty of intentions between states. Diplomatic processes may assuage these root causes of tension, but attempting to restrain supply will not.

The lack of recognition of domestic production capabilities is an inherent weakness in the arms restrain literature. This weakness is especially underscored by the arms versus development argument. According to the United Nations, world military expenditures in 1991 exceeded over $900 billion and that "[a]rmaments have accumulated and become more sophisticated, absorbing scarce resources to the detriment of economic and social development in many countries." This fact is undisputed. But a suppliers' regime exacerbates this problem instead of helping it. We have already seen an example of this in Brazil. In 1977 Brazil abrogated a 25 year arms supply agreement with the US.
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because of President Carter's human rights pressures. By 1987, "eighty percent of Brazilian military needs are filled by indigenous production, and estimates of the value of foreign sales for 1985 range from several hundred million to $2.5 billion." According to economic theory, the imperative for individuals as well as nations is to specialize and find a comparative advantage in the production of some good. This specialization through the workings of the market is to the advantage of all by lowering costs and maximizing benefits for the entire system. Arms production is no different. It would take Indonesia vastly more resources to develop and build an advanced fighter aircraft then it would France. France has the technical and industrial infrastructure already in place for domestic production. Indonesia would have to import the machine tools, the technical expertise, and devote its limited industrial complex towards both development and production. All these resources would not then be available for the necessary domestic investment in schools, roads, etc. It is much more economical for Indonesia to import a fighter from France. The resources saved could then foster the economic and social development called for by the UN.

Again it must be emphasized that the demand for these weapons is present. In the state of anarchy, all states strive to maintain their freedom of action. Maintaining an
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armed force capable of deterring attack or defeating a prospective enemy intent on denying that freedom of action is a legitimate and necessary goal of the state even though the provision of these forces has significant costs for society as a whole. According to Kenneth Waltz, "Defense spending...is unproductive for all and unavoidable for most. Rather than increased well-being, their reward is in the maintenance of their autonomy."5

The last point, that Third World conflicts will be less lethal because of a supplier’s cartel, is also suspect. Without the means for decisive victory, states may enter cycles of protracted conflict that may yield in time the same quantity of casualties but with more severe suffering due to the length of the conflict. Added to this, a First World suppliers’ regime would in effect pick the winner of a conflict and spell destruction and doom for the loser. By its nature, a suppliers’ regime favors those nations who already have potent military capabilities or who have the domestic capability to produce military hardware. The First World cannot escape this dilemma. While maybe limiting the overall casualties on both sides of a conflict, limiting supplies dooms the lesser state to at best surrender and to at worst slaughter. Moving to the realm of morality, it would seem that arbitrarily cutting arms trades is the more immoral act.

then the legitimate selling of arms. Arms sales can thus be a legitimate tool of policy to balance otherwise uneven military capabilities.

Taking all these points as a whole, one must conclude that on theoretical and moral grounds, the need to limit arms transfers is not in and of itself "self-evident." The First World cannot be expected to know when a state's security concerns are legitimate, when exactly a state will use its weapons stores in an offensive manner, or when a Third World nation will re-transfer weapons to hostile groups. These variables are idiosyncratic to the states in the system and must be determined by the intelligence apparatuses of the exporting states. Thus on the systemic level, arms transfers cannot be condemned as the great evil that promotes war, destabilizes regions and hinders development. All arms transfers must be made with regards to the best information attainable by the exporting states and with regards to the interests of both the exporting and importing states.

CAN A CARTEL WORK?

Having stated the theoretical and moral objections to a suppliers' regime, these positions can be argued back and forth. The practical concerns of a regime or cartel are even more troublesome and will be used to show that the above theoretical discussion is merely an academic exercise in a "what would happen if" situation. One of the recent attempts
at a suppliers' regime that will be discussed later has been President Bush's Middle East Arms Control Initiative. This attempt at cooperative restraint has identified eight situations were arms transfers should be avoided. The suppliers would avoid transfers which would:

- be likely to prolong or aggravate an existing armed conflict.
- increase tension in a region or contribute to regional instability.
- introduce destabilizing military capabilities in a region.
- contravene embargoes or other relevant international restraints to which the Big Five [the US, China, France, Great Britain, and Russia] are parties.
- be used other than for the legitimate defense and security needs of the recipient states.
- support or encourage international terrorism.
- be used to interfere with the internal affairs of sovereign states.
- seriously undermine the recipient state's economy."

All these are noble goals and strategies. Where the impracticability of implementation arises, however, is in getting the suppliers to agree when such conditions are met.

Let us first look at the first point. Transfers should be avoided where they will prolong a conflict. Was not the Iran-Iraq war a classic example of a Third World conflict between nations without the ability to produce an adequate supply of arms. This war was drawn out over eight years with none of the "Big Five" eschewing arms transfers to the belligerents. China supplied Silk Worm missiles to Iran; France supplied missiles and Mirage jets among other things to the Iraqis; the US covertly supplied Iran with missiles; the
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Soviets supplied Iraq with ballistic missile technology and MiG fighters; and Great Britain supplied Iraq with artillery and missile technology. Without these arms, it is arguable that the war of attrition waged by Iran and Iraq would have ended sooner, yet policy makers in the First and Second Worlds decided that it was in their and the recipient's interests to continue the transfers. For the United States, which was nominally hostile to both Iran and Iraq, it is very telling that we provided arms and assistance to both sides at one time or another during the war.

For the French, arms transfer restraint is an especially difficult policy to implement. French arms transfers are intimately related to its independent foreign and defense policies. Exports enable the French defense industry to economically develop and produce the weapons systems France needs to maintain its independent force structure. "About 65 percent of French production in recent years has gone to exports; in some aircraft lines, such as the Mirage aircraft built by Dassault, the figure is 90 to 95 percent."

Forgoing transfers for the French is, therefore, a major shift in the policy calculations that affects both the political-diplomatic sphere and the defense-industrial sphere. Even in the discussion presently underway that do not specify any real arms cutbacks, "the industrial and economic interests remain
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hesitant and skeptical." While not as extensive in the other four of the Big Five, economic and domestic security interests are significantly intertwined with their arms transfer policies. Getting these countries to agree when their transfers will unnecessarily prolong a conflict is extremely difficult.

The Iran-Iraq case also illustrates a situation where transfers keep the region in a state of war. Thus they did not contribute to regional stability; the weapons transferred did proliferate destabilizing capabilities such as ballistic missile delivery systems and chemical weaponry to the region; both states had a record of supporting international terrorism (this fact was a contributing factor in the US transfers to Iran in order to gain the release of hostages); both nation's economies were destroyed by the war; and the weapons were used internally against domestic irritants (the Kurds in Iraq and the Azeris in Iran). If suppliers can agree on the norms and principles espoused above, why weren't they applied? The answer is that each supplier state saw it as in its interests to proceed with the trade in the absence of an effective and mutually acceptable regime. Norms and principles cannot be counted on to govern a state's action in the self-help anarchic system. Only an enforceable regime that provides for the sanctioning of violators could hope to produce the affect theorized by the advocates of a suppliers' cartel.

** Ibid.**
Even more of a challenge to the practicality of coordinating restraint policies is the rise of Third World producer states. "The emergence of new centers of advanced defense industry and technology is accelerating the proliferation of modern weapons (and increasing overcapacity in worldwide weapons production)." Among others, these centers include North and South Korea, Israel, Brazil, Argentina, and Singapore. Without a concurrent effort to stem the demand for modern weaponry, a cartel of the Big Five weapons exporters will only open up more markets to these producers, many of whom are starved for the hard currency that is brought in by selling arms to other developing nations.

The arms market in many respects can be compared to the oil market where there are few major suppliers and many small suppliers. This type of market is known as an oligopoly. In the oil market the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries held a major share of the world producing oil fields. (This is not unlike the current arms export market where the US, Russia, Great Britain, France, and China hold an 85% share of the market.) While OPEC in the 1970s tried to force up the price of a barrel of oil through embargoes and production quotas, it also made other fields and further
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exploration extremely profitable. New sources of oil flooded the market in the early- to mid-1980s triggering a significant correction in world oil prices. The market correction facilitated and exacerbated the divergence of the OPEC countries' interests leading to squabbles over production quotas and unsuccessful attempts at re-inflating the price of crude. In the same way, the arms market is self-correcting. Any market forgone by the major supplier nations will be filled by rising producers eager to take advantage of the prospective economic and military benefits arms transfer provide.

The only way to control for divergent interests, a self-correcting market, and rising Third World producers would be the development, implementation, and maintenance of a comprehensive arms suppliers' regime. Therefore, to truly test the likelihood and efficacy of such a regime, a rigorous application of regime theory and testing is necessary.
CHAPTER III
TOWARDS A THEORY OF AN ARMS TRADE REGIME

The question is how does the international community deny arms to regional hot spots and rogue nations and thus deny them the opportunity to use these arms against their neighbors or others? Establishing such cooperation requires that all major arms producers from the First, Second, and Third Worlds be held accountable for not just their sales but also for second and third party transfers. These producers must also be willing to forgo the economic and strategic benefits they derive from arms transfers to these areas and be sure that the other producers party to the regime are willing and committed to doing the same.

With no supra-national governmental authority to determine outcomes and settle disputes in the international arena, however, a qualified state of anarchy exists that leads to uncertainty and risk for the decision-maker. This anarchy is mitigated by the many treaties, agreements, and international institutions that are meant to rationalize and order international relations among the actors in the system. Without this rationalization, risks could not be effectively calculated by state decision makers thus leading to increased
uncertainty and danger. The concept of international cooperation that includes regimes and international agreements has been used to study the factors that mitigate anarchy in the international environment. International regimes have been defined as "principles, norms, rules, and decision-making procedures around which actor expectations converge in a given issue-area." Regimes can thus encompass both formal international institutions such as the United Nations and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), agreements to embargo arms to a certain region, or informal norms such as the Superpowers allowing each others satellites to overfly their territory during the Cold War. Regimes cover an indefinite, long-term period. According to Stephen Krasner, "Regimes must be understood as something more than temporary arrangements that change with every shift in power or interests." International agreements, however, fit into a less rigid definition of international cooperation. The distinction between regimes and agreements is that "[a]greements are ad hoc, often 'one-shot' arrangements." These principles, norms, etc. that drive regimes, however, are by nature a reflection of the national
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interests and thus power calculations of the states in the system.

An arms suppliers' regime touches on two of the most important inputs to the power, and thus interests, of a state-economic and military. As stated above, regimes are developed to mitigate risks and impose parallel expectations for the participating states. Therefore, a focus on those risks concerned with the economic and security regime issues is needed. These risks constitute the obstacles to the development and continuance of an arms suppliers' regime.

On the economic side, states engage in foreign military sales (FMS) derive a very lucrative income that benefits the domestic economy. First, just in income generated by FMS, between 1980 and 1987 the United States averaged $20.445 billion per year. According to the Defense Security Assistance Agency (DSAA) jobs created and/or maintained by FMS programs were between 265,000 and 371,000 for the same time period. Since this income is generated through exports, FMS helps limit trade deficits and provides revenue for government spending. Regimes require states to sacrifice short-term interests for better long-term interests. In a state of anarchy that focuses on relative gains, these interests are by definition self-interests.
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In a military-strategic sense, arms transfers develop many benefits that states cannot ignore. First and foremost of these benefits is the positive influence these transfers have on the domestic military force structure. These benefits include:

--- Production lines staying open longer thereby providing larger purchase windows.
--- Decreased per unit costs due to economies of scale—more hardware can be bought or savings can be redirected to other programs.
--- FMS helps defer non-recurring development and procurement costs.

These inputs into the domestic force structure are by no means trivial as can be seen by the F-15, F/A-18, and F-16 programs. Prospective restraint on sales of these weapons systems in the Middle east would cost the U.S. between $4.1 billion and $6.4 billion. This lost revenue and savings could fund entire combat wings for the U.S. Air Force."

Beyond the force structure argument, a restraint regime requires states to give up short- and long-term strategic interests as well. First, creating dependence on one's arms supplies allows the merchant state to control the level of technology available to the recipient state. Proliferation of high technology conventional military equipment is of growing concern, and this dependence is one effective tool to control that proliferation. Second, if the dependent country should suddenly turn into an enemy or rogue state, spare parts and upgrade technology can be withheld forcing the rogue state's
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force structure to become worn out, broken down, and obsolete such as the F-14s the US supplied to Iran under the Shah. A second strategic concern forgone by states when they enter a supplier’s regime are the military-to-military and government-to-government contacts formed through the FMS process. It is thought that these ties can be used to influence and moderate the policies of the client states. Besides these short-term influences, the long-term consequences include not developing the person and professional friendships offered by FMS interactions; forgoing FMS today could mean forgoing future strategic influence and cooperation with the client state.

The following discussion will focus on the development of the concept of regimes, its theoretical usefulness, and its application to efforts to control the flow of arms to the Third World. Emphasis must be given to the core economic and security interests associated with an arms transfer regime. From this analysis, a model transfer regime will be developed to test with a critical case study.

REGIME THEORY

While not as in vogue as it was in the early- to mid-eighties, the concept of regimes is still used today to describe the phenomena of cooperation in the anarchic world system. When will states cooperate? Under what rule systems will they agree? What incentives are there to adhere to regimes, and what incentives are there to cheat? Not only are
these questions important to the academic concerned with the workings of the international system, but they are of supreme importance to the policy-maker. In the case of an arms suppliers' regime, this policy-maker needs to know when he/she should pursue a policy of cooperation and coordination with another state and when such cooperation is unfeasible and counter to the long-term interests of that policy-maker's state.

The impetus to study the concepts of international cooperation and regimes was brought on by the perceived decline in American hegemony in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Studying the post-World War II international system, structural theoreticians observed that international institutions and regimes were manifestations and facilitators of cooperation among nations. From observing this cooperation among nations, two conceptions of cooperation developed. First, structural "realists" conceptualized that "any cooperation that occurs would be derivative from overall patterns of conflict." Thus cooperation is couched in the international play for power which is both the ends and the means of state action. Any arms transfer regime would then have to reflect the power calculations of those countries involved and be used to maintain or extend the power of those countries.

Within this school of thought, the state is the primary actor which interacts within a framework defined by the entire international system. As stated above, the prime motivation of the actors within the system is self-preservation. The structural realist relies upon rational actor assumptions that each action by the state is calculated either to minimize loss or maximize gain. Thus states will only cooperate with other states in the international system when the overall benefits of entering into agreements and regimes outweigh the overall losses associated with entering into the agreement and those benefits foregone if the state had refused to cooperate.

As alluded to above, power is a relative concept. A state only has power relative to the other states in the international system. This relative power may be conceptualized as a percentage of the absolute power available, though operationalization of total power has proven problematic. With this conceptualization, absolute power gains by one state needn't coincide with an absolute decline in power of the other states in the system. There could, in fact, be a gain in the power available in the system—be this through economic growth, technological developments etc. What must be considered by the state, however, is how its absolute gain relates to the gains of the other states. According to Kenneth Waltz, "They [states] are compelled to ask not 'Will both of us gain?' but ‘Who will gain more?’" Focusing on
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relative gain renders cooperation very difficult in an anarchic world system. For example, two states enter into a trade regime that benefits both countries in absolute terms by increasing their overall wealth. If country A gains two percent in its overall gross domestic product (GDP) and country B gains ten percent in its GDP, country A has lost economic power vis-a-vis country B. Hence, under the conditions set out by structural realism, country A will be hesitant or adverse to entering that trade regime even though it may gain in absolute terms. In an arms transfer regime the calculus is even more difficult because it is concerned with giving up the benefits derived from arms sales and the relative "losses" associated with such self-deprivations. Foregoing arms sales is much more painful for France which depends on it for the survival of its arms industry than for the US which has a much lower fraction of its production going to foreign markets.

Cooperation is possible and even likely when two countries' interests converge in the same issue area upon a common policy. In such instances, however, a regime or rule system governing that cooperation is unnecessary as both countries "share a most preferred outcome" that will be acted upon no matter the actions of the other country. The only overriding rule in the arms trade is not to sell arms to one's

enemy, the US, Russia, and the other Big Five countries all observed this tenet. Precisely because each state's desires converged on the same option regardless of the actions of others, no norms, principles or institutional framework is needed to facilitate this outcome. The risks associated with entering into cooperation in such a case have been mitigated since the uncertainty associated with the other's action is not considered in the equation. Thus regimes, in this framework, are only important and interesting in those issue areas where the outcome desired by the concerned states requires the calculation of risk associated with the actions of other states in the international system.

Norms, principles, rules, or institutions are necessary when two or more states' interests converge on an issue area that is dependent on the actions of other states in the system. If two hostile arms supplier states have an interest in seeing their Third World clients lower defense expenditures to redirect funds to economic development creating a more stable domestic and regional situation, it does not follow that they will by nature cooperate to deny arms to their regional clients. They are constrained by the external factors of risk involved in not knowing the strategy and, above all, the motivations of the other country. Theoretically an arms transfer regime could mitigate these risk by allowing each side to share in the norms and expectations of the regime and cut their arms transfers. Each
state thus gives up any short-term strategic gain by
decreasing arms transfers for the long-term benefits of an
economically and socially stable Third World.

From the above reasoning, we should think many regimes
exist and are easily set up. All decisions makers need do is
find issue areas where common interests exist and a regime can
be formulated to control the costs of cooperation. For the
realists, however, this is not so easy a conclusion. As
stated above, realists believe that states are motivated by a
drive to maintain and expand their relative power in the
international system. Therefore, gains made from the entrance
and adherence to regimes will be calculated in relative terms.
If client state A above gains more by investing in the
domestic economy than does client state B and that in turn
leads state A to a better overall strategic position, then
according to realist calculations, observing the transfer
restrictions will not be in state B’s interests. B will be
forced to seek arms from an alternative supplier to counter
A’s advantage. At that point the regime will be ineffective
in stemming the flow of arms to the region and counter to the
interests of the original supplier state since they lost the
strategic and economic benefits of the original trade. The
dilemma of relative gains is a significant obstacle to the
development of and adherence to cooperative agreements and
regimes in the international system.
Another significant obstacle that is focused on by realists is the problem of who provides the public goods necessary to operate a regime. A public good is defined as one "which all enjoy in common in the sense that each individual's consumption of such a good leads to no subtraction from any other individual's consumption of that good." In the domestic environment, public goods including police, roads, systems of law, etc. are provided by the state. In the international environment there is no such overarching state authority to provide such public goods as protection of transnational intellectual property rights, treaty enforcement provisions, etc. Since each international regime's public goods must be provided for, there is an inherent conflict over who will pay the costs of providing these goods. Should a state take advantage of the regime without paying its share for the public good, we have the problem of the free-rider."

Because entrance into an international regime and the policy constraints imposed by that regime involve power calculations, public goods and free-riders must be considered in the power framework. If a state enters into a regime and must pay for the public goods it provides, that cost shouldered by the state detracts from any overall gains made
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by the state. The United Nations budget demonstrates this phenomenon. The large share of this budget that is paid for by the United States is money that the U.S. could use on its domestic infrastructure or on its military forces. These UN expenditures detract from the either or both the economic and military power of the US. The realist argues, however, that the power gains in the US' international influence more than make up for the losses due to providing the public good of paying the UN's administrative costs, otherwise the US would renegotiate its UN dues. According to theory, states will be willing to pay for the provision of public goods should the power gains made by entry into the regime more than exceed those costs. For arms transfer controls, public goods include monitoring costs and transfer registers. The international community must decide who will carry the burden of these public goods before a transfer regime can be instituted.

Free-riders must also be analyzed within the power considerations. Free-riders take advantage of the payments of others to enjoy the goods provided. If the international community decides to restrict arms sales, any state or organization selling weapons is taking advantage of the unfulfilled demand thus becoming a free-rider. Since state decision-makers focus on relative power distributions, the problem of the free-rider is especially vexing. The public good must be provided for the effective working of the regime, but free-riders taking advantage of the regime gain the power
benefits of the regime without paying the costs. Thus these free-rider states are able to reap "unfair" relative gains from the regime. The international community is replete with accusations of free-riding. Take the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO) security regime. Throughout the Cold War, politicians in the US believed that our European allies were not paying their share of the military expenditures needed to make the NATO force an effective deterrent. This perception was expressed as a need for "burden sharing," for the European allies to stop free-riding under the US security umbrella. American politicians made the argument that the US was going broke paying for Western Europe’s security while the Europeans got rich investing in their domestic economies. This is a classic example of the free-rider obstacle and the power calculations made in international cooperation.

For state decision makers to forgo these domestic economic benefits and practice FMS restraint they must have the expectation that other weapon suppliers will also practice restraint and not rush into the vacated market. While many have argued the moral implications of the arms trade, altruism has not been a major motivating factor in international relations. Thus, any restraint that is not reciprocated by other suppliers cannot help but be seen as challenges first to the legitimacy of the suppliers regime and second to the long and short term self-interests of the state practicing restraint. Unfortunately, in many Third World nations, if
they do not buy from the one source of advanced weaponry they prefer, they will buy from another supplier. This was true during the Cold War when Kuwait bought systems from the Soviet Union when they were refused from the US because of Congressional concerns over their effect on Israel. Today, in a world no longer constrained by Cold War concerns, states are more free to shop the international arms bazaar. Therefore, supplier states entering a regime must have the expectation that if they exercise restraints in arms trades, the other states party to the regime will not free-ride and take advantage of that restraint and gain the strategic influence and domestic security benefits forsaken.

With these obstacles to the development and maintenance of regimes, what then produces them in the international system? According to the realist camp, regimes are produced when the norms, principles, etc. converge with those of a dominant nation in the international system—a hegemon. Hegemonic stability theory states that the hegemon in the system has an interest in defining the relations among states in the system along liberal economic lines and instituting these norms in the forms of economic, diplomatic and security regimes. The major protagonist of this theory is Robert Gilpin who wrote that:
Since the Industrial Revolution, the two successive hegemonic powers in the global system (Great Britain and the United States) have sought to organize political, territorial, and especially economic relations in terms of their respective security and economic interests. They have succeeded in this hegemonic role partially because they imposed their will on lesser states and partially because other states benefitted from and accepted their leadership."

It is the hegemon who, because of its perceived interests and gains available through the organization of the international system, is willing to shoulder the costs of providing the public goods and is able to disregard the free-riders in the system. Thus for an arms suppliers' regime, the dominant supplier must be willing to provide much of the monitoring costs and be willing to sacrifice its market share to alternative suppliers and black marketeers not encompassed by the regime.

According to this theory, when the hegemon declines, its interests change and its willingness to shoulder the burden of the regimes wanes. After a period of institutional inertia, challenges to the regime eventually lead to its fall and the rise of a new hegemon willing to reorganize the system and institute new regimes. As evidence of this, the inter-war period has been cited. During this period, Great Britain could no longer handle the burden of maintaining the liberal trade order and be the lender of last result. Consequently, when the system experienced the Great Depression, the regimes set up during the British hegemonic period were trampled by
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actions such as the Smoot-Hawley tariff act. With World War II came the rise of the United States, and a new hegemonic order was imposed on the system. Many realists see that today's regimes are temporary expedients that will fall by the wayside with the continuing decline in American dominance.

Counter to the realist construct of international cooperation are the neo-liberal institutionalists. Institutionalists see the political economy of the modern world as a new set of parameters not governed solely by the balance of power seen by the realists but instead driven by globalization and interdependence. These theoreticians "see cooperation as essential in a world of economic interdependence," and "argue that shared economic interests create a demand for international institutions and rules." 70 The functionalists and neo-functionalists fall into this camp of theorists. They believe that interdependence will create interests that converge on a certain issue area like embargoing arms to an area of intense conflict. Once the common interest is found, and institution is developed to handle the function specified. All participants in the functional regime will pay their relative share, thus avoiding the public goods and free-rider problems. These institutions then develop a life and constituency of their own. These constituencies then see to it that the institutions and

70 Keohane, Hegemony, 7.
regimes remain in place despite changes in systemic power distributions.

With this conception of the development and maintenance of regimes, a hegemon is unnecessary to either begin the regime or to ensure its proper functioning. Thus what is inconceivable under realist constructs—the creation and/or maintenance of regimes without hegemony—is both possible and likely for the institutionalist. However, institutionalist theories made "excessively optimistic assumptions about the role of ideals in world politics, or about the ability of statesmen to learn what the theorist considers the 'right lessons.'" But these theorists are not completely off. Both realists and institutionalists have dated the decline of American hegemony as beginning in late-1960s, but we know now that while the post-World War II international regimes have undergone revision, GATT, the International Monetary Fund, World Bank, and the United Nations still exist. The structural realist could say that the power distribution did not change enough to precipitate the kind of withering of regimes predicted.

However, the systemic distribution of power was significantly changed in 1991 with the demise of the Soviet Union as a super-power. Again, the international regimes have evolved but they have not vanished. This cannot be merely explained by institutional inertia. A third outlook has been
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developed that attempts to account for the creation and maintenance of international regimes without the necessity of a hegemon but also recognizes the calculations of power and conflict in the international system. This third school holds that "although hegemony can facilitate cooperation, it is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for it."

Cooperation and regimes are more easily developed under conditions of hegemony, but once created, the costs of maintenance are relatively low allow for its continuance. Regime survival is not inertia but is instead active adherence to and furtherance of the norms, principles, etc. of the regime." For an international arms suppliers' regime in the current world system, theoretical base is important since it allows for us to theorize an ideal regime given the contemporary distribution of power and the context of the post-Cold War international order.

A MODEL ARMS TRANSFER REGIME

There are three ways to approach the problem of arms control regimes in the Third World. Looking at arms sales and transfers as a market, we can define the demand and supply sides of that market. The demand is a function of the regional instability, desire for power, self-preservation, and even a function of producers convincing clients they need
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certain weapon systems. The suppliers in turn compete to fill this lucrative demand with ever more sophisticated and more expensive weapon systems. Arms control agreements and regimes, such as the Conventional Forces Europe (CFE) agreement, can stem the flow of arms by drying up demand through regional arms limitation agreements. With no demand, suppliers will have smaller or non-existent markets to fill. Arms control regimes, like the attempted Convention Arms Transfer (CAT) talks, can work on the supply side of the equation by establishing norms and rules of restraint on the supplier countries' arms transfer systems. Thus demand stays constant, but there is no longer a supply of arms to fill the market. The third method, exemplified by the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT), attacks both sides of the market by negotiating limitations on both the supply of nuclear technology and equipment and the demand of for nuclear capabilities.

An arms supplier regime is one dedicated to the limiting of conventional military arms and technology from the supply side of the market exclusively. In essence it would set up a cartel of the major arm suppliers and dedicate them to a set of rules, norms, and principles governing the sales of arms to Third World nations. Since my concern is limiting arms to those regions of the world where political instability and the threat of conflict is highest, the focus by necessity must be on the supply side for two reasons. First, if the region is
stable enough to develop a demand regime—a regional arms limitation treaty—then there will be no market for suppliers to serve nor would there be any basis for a supplier regime. Second, with concern focused on unstable, conflictual regions, demand will always be there no matter the attempts to control it. One need look no further than faltered attempts at limiting the arms transfers to the Middle East following the Gulf War. Today, transfers of high-technology weapons systems are at an all time high with Saudi Arabia and Kuwait buying F-15s and other advanced armaments from the US and Iran buying diesel-electric attack submarines from the Russians.

Given the above obstacles to the establishment and workings of an international arms suppliers' regime, a hypothesized regime must be developed. If the purpose of this study is to determine the efficacy of a purely supply-side regime, the hypothesized regime must be developed to reflect near-ideal conditions. With such a hypothesized regime, a critical case could be examined that is either successful in denying arms where a demand exists, or fails by allowing arms to flow into the target country or region.

First and foremost, such a regime must include the United States. For all the cooperation theorists, the major nations must be included in any effective regime. In the arms market, the United States is the major player. For the "realists," though declining, the United States is still a hegemon. This is especially true in the arms trade:
Because the United States now sells more arms to regions of potential conflict than all other nations combined. In 1991, the United States accounted for 57 percent of all arms sales to the Third World.\textsuperscript{7}

Thus, according to theory, the power possessed by the US in this area should facilitate the creation and the maintenance of such a regime. Second, the other major producers--France, China, Russia, etc.--must be co-opted into the regime and agree to the norms and principles that regime espouses.

Last, such a regime must have a system to redress any assertions of cheating to deal with the potential free-rider problem. In essence, this enforcement mechanism is the public good that must be provided by the regime. It includes researching any real and potential arms leaks through the regime's arms screen, sanctions for those found in violation, and provisions for the enforcement of any proposed blockade. As these information gathering and enforcement mechanisms do not come cheap, burden sharing for the provision of these public goods must be a part of the original regime agreement.

According to the proponents of a suppliers regime, finding common interests in limiting arms supplies in a certain region and developing a regime that conforms to the above ideals, such a regime will be successful in not just slowing down arms transfers but effectively drying up deliveries of weapons to the offending region. It is this notion that will be tested in the following case study.

\textsuperscript{7} Hartung, 57.
CHAPTER IV

THE CRITICAL CASE: YUGOSLAVIA

The former Yugoslavia provides us with the critical case to test our proposed ideal model of a suppliers' regime. Since the breakup of Yugoslavia, high tensions and inter-border conflicts have been the norm. As a result, the region has experienced scales of warfare not seen on the European continent since 1945 and the end of World War II. The international community has been appalled by the slaughter and by the seemingly unbalanced nature of the conflict that has most affected the civilian populations of Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina. This international outrage has resulted in several UN actions taken to quell the conflict and return peace to the region. Besides the requisite condemnation and economic sanctions of Serbia (deemed by the international community to be the aggressor in the conflict), the United Nations Security Council imposed "a general and complete embargo on all deliveries of weapons and military equipment to Yugoslavia."1 In essence, this is the ultimate supply regime in that no arms are above the rule, no

regional participant is excepted, and, with the unanimous vote in the Security Council, all major suppliers are on board.

RESOLUTION 713: THE IDEAL TRANSFER REGIME?

On 3 July 1991, the United States Secretary of State James Baker indicated that the US and the members of the European Community (EC) were considering an arms embargo and economic sanctions against the former republics of Yugoslavia. Two days later, the US and the EC agreed to break all arms supply agreements with the former Yugoslavia, impose an embargo, and on 11 July 1991 "the United States suspended licenses for direct commercial exports of items on the US munitions list and stated that the State Department would refuse government-to-government sales." The Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe and all its participating states joined the embargo on 4 September 1991. This expanded the embargo to Central Europe and to the Soviet Union (the traditional allies of Serbia). Finally:

On 25 September 1991 UN Security Council Resolution 713 introduced a mandatory embargo on "all deliveries of weapons and military equipment to Yugoslavia until the Security Council decides otherwise."

This, in effect, extended the embargo worldwide making any arms sales to any former Yugoslav republic illegal. Thus all arms flowing into the region are contraband on a par with the
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illicit drug trade. We, therefore, have an arms suppliers’ regime that requires the foregoing of any sales of arms to the region. This is an unambiguous goal that does not allow for circumvention because of legitimate self-defense reasons based on Article 51 of the UN Charter or on any other national security justifications.

As stated in Section III, the first thing essential in the establishment of a regime is that the prospective parties to that regime share in the principles and norms of that regime. These principles must reflect the national interests of those states, and must converge on the policy promoted by the regime. The arms ban to Yugoslavia displays this quality.

First, four of the Big Five (the US, Great Britain, France, and Russia) have a keen interest in a stable Europe and wish to avoid further conflict:

The Germans because of their war history; the Austrians, because of reminders of the Hapsburg Empire (which is also true for the Hungarians). The French may resist because of problems with northern African states, as with Algeria, and the British may wish to abstain because of their problems in Northern Ireland. Certainly, under President Yeltsin, the Russians, with all their domestic problems, do not want to get into Black-Sea pan-Slavism."

With the Balkans being an historic flashpoint, containing the Yugoslav war is a prime goal for all involved. Second, none of these nations’ arms transfers to the region were what could be considered an important market. Domestic jobs and foreign
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currency reserves are not significantly based on arms trades with Yugoslavia, thus domestic pressures to continue the arms trade were minimal. Lastly, all nations stated that they shared the moral norm of wishing to see the end of bloodshed, civilian dislocation, and severe refugee problems. With war correspondence reports on the television, this moral norm has been driven into the domestic populaces and governments on a daily basis.

A successful regime must also include the hegemon and co-opt all other important players in the system. Again, the Yugoslav case exemplifies this characteristic. Passed by the United Nations Security Council, the resolution banning arms sales had to get by the veto power of the permanent members of the council. These five permanent members are the same five nations that constitute the "Big Five" arms exporting states who account for 87% of all arms transfers including the all important United States. Secondly, the General Assembly of the UN has signed off on the ban thus including the prominent Third World supplier states in the ban’s regime. In essence, all suppliers in the international system have stated that they will not sell or otherwise transfer weapons to the former Yugoslav republics. Thus with the hegemon on board along with almost the entire international community, the establishment and maintenance the ban is seemingly assured by regime theory. Further, on 16 April 1993, the Security Council reaffirmed Resolution 713 by a vote of 15 yes, zero no, and zero
abstaining, thus reaffirming that the regime continued to have support throughout the time frame covered by this case study."

Lastly, the regime must address the problems of cheating and the free-rider. The arms ban has to have a system to redress any violations of the regime. The United Nations also provides a forum for the airing of grievances and sanctioning by the General Assembly, the Security Council, or the World Court. Such sanctions include censure, condemnation, and economic sanctions. The free-rider problem is then this: any entity supplying arms to the region is taking advantage of the demand and markets left there by the abandonment of the market by the other suppliers in the system. The potential profits and thus the incentives to fill this lucrative market are huge. This incentive to cheat must be counteracted not only through a sanctions program but also through the effective gathering of information on violations. This information gathering entails phenomenal costs and must be borne by one or more parties before a regime can be effective. Again, the ban has displayed this characteristic in the form of air and sea surveillance. The United States and its NATO allies have taken on much of the burden of providing the public goods of monitoring and enforcing the regime with the UN picking up the rest of the burden. This surveillance is meant to detect any

unauthorized arms shipments, stop those shipments, and
determine the source to dry up any further arms flows. On 17
April 1993 the sanctions for violations too were reaffirmed
and extended.

Also, because the transfer of arms to the region has been
made illegal in all the major exporting states, the domestic
law enforcement institutions provide another important layer
of implementation for the regime. Thus with these common
norms and principles, all the major players signed up, and all
the institutions in place, the arms ban to the Former
Yugoslavia should be the ultimate arms suppliers’ regime.
There is no doubt that the demand for arms in the region has
continued at a high level throughout the past year and a half
since the regime has been instituted. Thus we have found a
critical case test of the efficacy and desirability of such a
regime. Two criteria must be met before the Yugoslav ban can
be considered a success: 1) significant arms flows need must
stop, and 2) this stopping of the arms flows must lead to the
desired results of a shortened conflict, lower death tolls,
and greater regional stability.

METHODOLOGY

Unfortunately, because the arms trade with the former
Yugoslavia is completely illegal by international law, it also
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resembles the drug trade in that data on the flows of arms includes much hearsay, "guesstimating," and incomplete or incorrect reports. Added to this, the case is so recent, much of the information available comes from news reports and from various arms control tracking groups. As of yet, no one has published an analytical piece concerning the trade that includes confirmed levels of armaments provided to the warring sides in the Yugoslav conflict. When the questions of what was going into Yugoslavia and from whom was asked of DSAA and the office in charge of arms transfers for the Air Force (SAF/IA), they stated that it was impossible for them to give any definitive information relating to the amount of trade and who was doing it. What they could confirm, however, was that arms have definitely flowed into the region by various access routes and that much of the information in the press about the deliveries was correct.

Because of these limitations and the information gained from US agencies, this case study will depend most upon press reports, the data gathered by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), interviews with officials at SAF/IA, resources gathered from the Departments of Commerce and State, the UN documentation center, and the Monterey Institute of International Studies. While incomplete and subject to much error, the data do give an excellent picture of the actual situation in the region and are sufficient to draw significant conclusions.
BACKGROUND

Traditionally, the Balkan region has been a tinder box of ethnic and religious hatreds. Centuries of foreign domination at the hands of the Romans, Byzantines, Ottoman Turks, and Hapburgs left the region divided along religious, ethnic, and economic lines. This hatred has often overflowed into outright wars that engulfed neighboring nations—the oft cited case being the death of Archduke Ferdinand at the hands of a Serbian terrorist to start the slide into World War I. In the Yugoslav federation created in the aftermath of World War I, the Catholic northern nations of Slovenia and Croatia were the most prosperous republics enjoying economic development under the rule of the Austro-Hungarian Empire; the less developed southern regions dominated by the Eastern Orthodox Serbs enjoyed control over the army, the administration of government and the monarchy. "The decades between the two world wars were marked by tensions arising from Serbian efforts to dominate the prosperous regions to the north through the establishment of a strong centralized government and the obstructionist countermeasures of Croats and Slovens."

World War II brought with it the opportunity for both sides to commit atrocities in an attempt to gain hegemony in a post-war order. In this fight, the Serbian Chetnicks,
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Croatian Ustashe, and the Communist partisans all committed significant massacres of civilian populations. When it became obvious that Tito's partisans were more effective against the Germans, the Allied Powers recognized them as the leaders of the anti-Nazi forces in the Balkans to the detriment of the other groups. The partisans then moved quickly "to eliminate internal opposition and to blunt any Serbian attempts to reassert hegemony within Yugoslavia." Under Tito's thirty-year rule, ethnic tensions were successfully suppressed only to come back to the fore in the decade following his death in 1980. With the demise of communism in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union nominally democratic elections placed secessionist leaders in place in Slovenia and Croatia facilitating the division of Yugoslavia. This division, however, has left pockets of ethnic minorities outside the borders of their republics. Even worse, Bosnia-Herzegovina is a patchwork of ethnicity with no clear majority. With Serbian efforts to establish a "Greater Serbia," Croatian irredentist pressures, and Muslim efforts to gain independence, the recipe for conflict and war was set.

Because of the republics' independent past and because "in December 1991 the federal prime minister and president resigned, bringing an end to the Yugoslav federation," this conflict must be viewed as an interstate war with civil war characteristics instead of the opposite. Hence when we
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consider arms transfers to the region, they will be analyzed as transfers to independent governments attempting to circumvent the international embargo. This is an important distinction since realist theory is based on the state as the actor in the international system. If we were considering the Yugoslav case as merely a civil war, there would be questions like who is the sovereign, and who is the authority with the legitimate security concerns. If we cannot answer these questions sufficiently, are we not embargoing arms to an anarchic region where no legitimate authority exists thus rendering realist assumptions irrelevant? Since this is not the situation, we can analyze the case within the intellectual framework previously derived.

THE RECORD

The pre-1991 situation in Yugoslavia was one where the Serbian dominated Yugoslav National Army (JNA) had a monopoly on the means to carry out organized warfare. This included the forces, training, and logistical networks necessary for an army’s successful prosecution of a military action. Slovenia, Bosnia and Croatia hadn’t either the arms manufacturing base nor the foreign contacts to supply their forces should they need to enter the field of battle. The arms industry that was present in pre-war Yugoslavia, which produced mostly small arms and munitions, was located in the Serbian Republic. When hostilities broke out:
Since much of the industry is situated in Serbia, the Federal Army has had little difficulty in acquiring armaments. In addition, personnel expenditure and O&M [operations and maintenance] spending has increased. Yugoslavia’s military expenditure rose by an estimated 10 percent in real terms in 1991. This only applies to the Federal budget. The defence expenditure of the two [at that time] seceded republics cannot be calculated."

In the face of the arms embargo to the entire region, this has given the Serbians (universally condemned as the aggressors in the conflict) a significant and almost overwhelming advantage. This, however, has not kept the Serbians from shopping the international arms bazaar. "Yugoslav federal procurement expenditure, estimated to be about 40 per cent of the budget, is spent on acquisition from the domestic defence industry as well as on imports from abroad." While the imports have slowed since the embargo, they have by no means stopped.

According to a 1 June 1992 New York Times report, while the US froze $214 million in Yugoslav assets, the Serbians "shifted much of its $1.5 billion in foreign currency reserves from Western banks to private or secret accounts in Cyprus." These foreign reserves were then used by the Serbians to buy a multitude of arms. First, there was the 17 October 1991 report that the "Yugoslav Army, in cooperation with the Rumanian Army, has purchased 54 vehicles for the transportation of surface-to-surface missiles" along with
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repeated allegation in the Polish media "that Romania has been selling surface-to-surface missiles, vehicles for the transportation of these missiles and other military equipment to the Yugoslav People’s Army." Existence of these missiles was confirmed on 30 December 1991 in the London Financial Times when they reported that "the Yugoslav army had used surface-to-surface missiles in attacks on the suburbs of Zagreb [the Croatian capital]."

According to the Bush administration enforcing sanctions on Serbia’s porous borders was difficult if not impossible and that it was hoped that "worldwide condemnation would jar Belgrade into compliance." This worldwide condemnation, however, has not been as universal as hoped. An especially vexing violation of the arms embargo was Chile’s transfer of weapons to the Serbians. Without the approval of or even the consultation with the newly installed civilian authorities in Chile, General Pinochet’s army was able to "covertly" sell significant weapons and supplies to the Serbian forces. Because of the illegality and the covert nature of the
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transfer, exact quantities are impossible to determine, but the fact that it occurred shows that when a lucrative demand exists, supply will follow.

The Tito regime did locate some arms production outside of Serbia. This arms manufacturing outside of Serbia is in lower technology small arms like the Kalashnikov assault rifle (AK-47) and are based in multi-ethnic Bosnia. With domestic capabilities made paramount by the embargo, these production facilities have become essential to the Bosnian Muslims and have been the object of much fighting. However, the Bosnian Serbs again have dominated using their superior firepower to gain 70% of the Bosnian territory and much of its manufacturing base. In essence the arms embargo has made these production sites important strategic goals and has fueled more intense battles instead of diffusing the violence as planned by the United Nations.

From the beginning of the conflict between the federal forces and Croatia in the summer of 1991, Croatia operated at a distinct disadvantage with the Federal forces dealing them defeat after defeat. Finally in May of 1992, with the Serbs controlling most of the Croatian border region known as the Krjina, UN Special Envoy Cyrus Vance was able to negotiate a cease-fire and a deployment of 14,000 UN peacekeeping troops in the region. At that time, Croatia was prostrate from the
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almost yearlong fighting and unable to effectively confront the Serbians on the battlefield. Yet just nine months later, the Croatians were able to launch a successful offensive in the Krajina region despite the presence of the UN forces. The question then is how did Croatia obtain the arms to prosecute an offensive? These weapons could not all come from the development of cottage arms industries. According to the Monterey Institute of International Studies, many sources are pointing to Austria as a clearing-house of arms for the Croats. Austrian government officials deny involvement. However, since this trade is illegal, it is likely that any transfers through Austria are carried out without the knowledge of the local authorities. It must be remembered that this trade is not in aircraft, heavy infantry or tanks, but instead in light arms that are easily concealed.

Croatia has been less covert about its rearming intentions than Serbia or the Bosnian Muslims. In the March 23, 1992 issue of Defense News, Croatia announced plans to procure and field a new Croatian Naval force. According to Croat Admiral Bozidar Grubisic, Croatia now has to "maintain a balance of power with rival Serbia and its federal Yugoslav armed forces," and he said, "We are looking for the latest high-technology weapons and other systems for our ships.
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Ideally we would like to buy Western equipment."" No mention was made by the Admiral about the illegality of these purchases under Resolution 713.

All three warring groups--Serbs, Croats, and Bosnian Muslims--have purchased weapons from a variety of sources. According to the United States Institute of Peace:

The embargo failed to stop arms and ammunition from pouring into the region, and into Serbia in particular... Croatians, Bosnians, and Serbs have all been able to purchase a wide range of weaponry on the black market, and some countries have chosen to surreptitiously defy the embargo. The enforcement -- the embargo in the Adriatic and on the Danube in particular was stepped up in the fall of 1992, but the effects of that step are yet to be seen."

Thus while slowing the flow of arms, the embargo has meant varying degrees of inconvenience for the warring sides--low for the Serbs, medium-high for the Croatians, and high to near impossible for the Bosnian Muslims.

Sources of this black market equipment include the former Soviet Union. According to those in charge of Balkan issues at the Pentagon, much of the traffic has been in small arms and munitions (such as hand held rocket launchers, grenades, AK-47s, and mines) and has come from the ex-Soviets." This trade originates with regional military commanders in the former Soviet republics who desperately need to feed their
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troops. They sell their stockpiled arms to black market traffickers who transport it to the Black Sea ports of Ukraine. From there the arms are shipped up the Danube through Moldova and Romania into the Balkans. These transfers either slip past UN monitors disguised as legal food or medical shipments or is run at night through lightly guarded border crossings. Less reliable are reports of arms shipments to Serbia and Croatia via North Korea. Also, Wolfgang Danspecker, Professor of European Politics at Princeton, reported in the Washington Post that the Middle East arms connection has been a "help for Bosnian Muslims and Kosovo from places like Iran and Saudi Arabia." Thus the trade, while now slowed, the underground trade has continued and even expanded despite the embargo.

THE EFFECT

What then has been the effect of banning weapons to the region? Has the conflict been shortened? Are war related deaths being kept to a minimum? Has the embargo had the effect of conforming to international norms of morality and justice? The answer to these questions must be no.

As seen from the record above, the ban on the trade has been ineffective in effectively stopping the warfare. All cease-fires negotiated since the imposition of the arms embargo have not come about through lack of munitions or
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armaments and deaths continue to mount. More importantly, however has been the moral outrage that has occurred in the Balkans since July 1991:

It was hoped that the embargo would slow the pace of fighting and inhibit Serbian aggression... At the outset of the fighting, the JNA possessed huge stockpiles of weapons and ammunition, which created a tremendous disparity in armaments that favored the Serbs. To the extent that the embargo has had any impact, it has reinforced Serbian superiority in weapons and supply by making it more difficult for the Muslim and Croatian militias to import arms. This unintended consequence has led Bosnian government official to request that Bosnia be exempted from the arms embargo."

Thus the Serbs have been helped in their "ethnic cleansing" campaigns by the embargo. The legitimate self-defense goals of the Bosnians are ignored by the regime leaving the nation prone to further attack and plunder. When the Bosnians requested their exemption, however, the United nations refused to act stating that they were "opposed to any actions that would lead to an intensification of the fighting." These cannot be the desired effects that Lee Feinstein deemed to be "self-evident."

By late April, 1993, the international community was no longer sure that the arms embargo was such a beneficial thing even in the tensest of regions. "Public opinion in Western Europe and the United States shift[ed] and may move
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policymakers toward lifting the embargo."" In the United States both the Democrats and Republicans in the Senate were calling for the repeal of the embargo with Russell Feingold (D-MN) stating that the embargo was "perhaps our most serious mistake" and Robert Dole (R-KS) with Richard Lugar (R-IN) stating that the "principal effect [of the embargo] has been to deprive Bosnia's Muslims of weapons needed for self-defense." These opinions are not only Western but are reflected by cries made in the Muslim world for a more even handed approach to the Yugoslav conflict with open arms transfers to the Bosnians legal. UN Resolution 713 and the resultant arms trade regime must be considered both a practical and moral failure.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND PRESCRIPTIONS

First and foremost among the conclusions that can be drawn from the above theoretical exercise and case study is that in and of themselves, arms are not the great evil that leads inexorably to international conflict. The assumption that denying arms means denying the opportunity to make war is false. Arms will unfortunately go were there is a demand for them. Even with an enormous investment in enforcing any transfer regime, the self-correcting nature of the market will make it too lucrative for many entities (public and private) to forego the trade. This has been seen all too often in the drug trade and was demonstrated in the Bosnian case by the Chilean transfer. We must then be prepared to deal with the realities of the arms trade and pragmatically use it to attain the foreign and security policy goals set by the political leadership.

Second, we have seen that the moral implications of a transfer regime were not unfounded. Summarily banning arms can unintentionally favor one side of a conflict leading to what many are today calling genocide in the Bosnian case. We
can only ponder the effects of an arms regime writ large. What can be determined, however, is that treating the effects of tensions instead of the causes will not make the world a safer or more moral place. With these two conclusions in mind, we must develop a revamped policy towards armaments in the Third World.

POST-COLD WAR US TRANSFERS

During the Cold War many thought, and rightfully so, that much of the arms trade was a function of the Soviet-American competition in the Third World for strategic influence. Too much emphasis, however, was given to the Cold War's influence. This overemphasis can be seen in SIPRI's 1975 work concerning the Third World arms transfers:

[T]he military commitments of the big powers to Third World countries are to a great extent subsidiary consequences of the major arms race. It may well be assumed that as long as this race continues unabated it will also be an obstacle to regulating arms trade with Third World countries... [I]f relations between the United States and the Soviet Union improve, then various local conflicts which have been wholly or partly incorporated into the world power struggle will become easier to solve; the local demand for weapons would then fall, and the big powers themselves might find it easier to come to some agreement regulating supplies.101

Unfortunately, but predictably according to realist theory, the post-Cold War picture seen by SIPRI in 1975 has not come to pass. While the East-West conflict has ended, regional tensions, conflicts, and wars have not abated. Today the

demand for advanced weaponry in the Third World is as high as it has ever been. Proliferation of missile delivery systems, advanced aircraft platforms, and precision guided munitions has not only continued but accelerated. This effect has been largely due first, to the simmering regional tensions long suppressed under the Cold War template and second, to the demonstrated capabilities of high-technology armaments in the 1991 Gulf War with Iraq.

In light of this and the realities of a post-Cold War environment that still offers many threats to US interests worldwide (such as the aforementioned submarine sales to Iran), the United States needs to develop a new two-track approach to arms transfers. The first track necessarily requires the continued sales of weapons overseas. As stated clearly in *The Management of Security Assistance*:

> As long as there are challenges to United States national interests, security assistance will remain a major instrument of our national security and foreign policy. Security assistance serves our interests by assisting allies and friends to acquire, maintain, and, if necessary, employ the capability for self-defense.\(^{102}\)

This fact was acknowledged during the recent restraint negotiations with the other Big Five nations when the President stated that his "desire to curb proliferation doesn't mean we're going to refuse to sell anything to

---

The second track of US policy should be the development of regional arms control systems that address the demand for weaponry through confidence and security building measures (CSBMs). Both these tracks require the re-direction of US transfer priorities and toward a recognition of the realities of the post-Cold War international system.

The United States has an interest in ensuring the security of its Third World allies and in the stability and economic development of the Third World as a whole. While making the world safe from massive nuclear war, the post-Cold War environment has also made it safe for regional wars and conflicts. We must, therefore, re-evaluate our arms transfer policy in light of the systemic changes brought by the end of the Cold War and work towards the realization of both these goals. Instead of transfers motivated by competition with the Soviets for allies in the Third World, which allowed for unwise transfers to such countries as Iran and Somalia, the US needs a coherent policy that places emphasis on three main goals: 1) the enhancement of democratization forces and stability in the Third World, 2) further the interoperability of US forces thus enhancing US security and force projection capabilities, and 3) further US influence through coalition building. While the economic and military benefits of the arms trade should not be overlooked, they should not drive our
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policy nor should we place the interests of any one arms manufacturer above the interests enumerated above.

The means to these policy ends do not flow from the interests of our arms manufacturers. While the United States has a profound national interest in maintaining the defense industrial base, mistaking that general goal for any one manufacturer's interests leads to fiascos such as the McDonnell Douglas C-17 project. Our interest in maintaining a defense manufacturing base thus does not extend to using US embassy staffs to "support the marketing efforts" of our exporting manufacturers or using government funds to actively promote a certain company's wares in foreign air and arms shows. Because of the demonstrated capabilities of American equipment in the Persian Gulf, our equipment is the most sought after on the international market. We do not need a marketing campaign to ensure demand for our manufacturer's arms. With the overwhelming orders for our equipment, we should determine not to bow to the ever present pressures to sell. Instead, more emphasis must be placed on the regional political-economic-military implications of each transfer--especially in the new post-Cold War context of resurgent nationalism and long dormant ethnic tensions. Each transfer must be justified by the three policy goal criteria discussed above. Thus a no-holds-barred transfer policy is not espoused. Restraints, like those on nuclear technology would

\[104\] Feinstein, 12.
remain in place not because of an international agreement to bar their transfer but because it is not in our national interest to water down our power by introducing a nuclear capability where it does not now exist.

When considering political-economic-military implications, we should also be wary of co-production and licensing arrangements. Much of the our current proliferation problem today is a result of Third World production capabilities built under the auspices of US licensing and coproduction agreements. According to the United States General Accounting Office, "Proliferation is challenging the notion that the United States is generations ahead of other countries in deploying synergistic technologies like those used in the Gulf War." Simultaneously, we should safeguard US technology and discourage Third World weapons manufacturing by limiting these agreements. While other supplier nations may step in to fill a void left by the US, the technology transferred will not be of the same caliber as ours thus safeguarding our edge. Both the US and the Third World could benefit from recipients developing non-military industrial capabilities. This would reduce the growth in the current glut of arms production, provide much needed consumer

---

manufacturing in the underdeveloped world, and reduce the proliferation of advanced weapons technology.

Along with the transfer of armaments to the Third World, the US should dedicate itself to the control of demand for weapons. While striving to fulfill the security needs of our allies, in conjunction with those allies we should be engaged in international efforts to decrease the regional tensions present. Such efforts are badly needed.

It is remarkable that in spite of the progress of arms control negotiations in the East-West framework and the usefulness of such a model for stability and security elsewhere, there is no functioning formal arms control mechanism in any Third World conflict situation.\textsuperscript{106}

We must target the root cause of the tensions. This is presently underway in the Middle East through the talks co-sponsored by the United States and Russia. "Since intentions are the most difficult of all questions about an adversary to divine accurately, anything that helps in that area can be very valuable."\textsuperscript{107} One concept that helps adversaries do this is transparency which "offers warning time during which governments can act, either by mobilizing forces or by redressing an equipment imbalance."\textsuperscript{108} Through negotiation and confidence and security building measures such as arms
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ceilings, transfer registration, regional conflict working groups, and military observer exchanges we can introduce transparency to tense regions thus mitigating the security dilemma and leading us to the beneficial aspects of arms control. The major benefit, of course, is the limitation on the demand for arms. This limited demand will provide an arms control dividend that the region can use to invest in the infrastructure, education, etc. that the proponents of arms transfer restraint regimes espouse.

Lastly, when again confronted with a situation resembling Yugoslavia where the sides are already involved in hostilities, it is not in our or the world’s interests to summarily deny weapons to the region. Such a ban gives too much advantage to those countries with domestic production capabilities or the hard currency available to supply themselves on the black market. Our interest are not served by such actions. Instead, in concert with our allies, we should develop policies that are region specific following from the goals set out by our arms transfer policy. Through emphasizing democracy, power projection, and alliance building we can develop a policy that is more in line with our national interests and norms.

If these criteria were applied to the Yugoslav case, an arms ban would not have resulted. We stuck too long to the premise that the maintenance of Yugoslavia as a single entity was possible. Instead, support should have been extended to
the newly elected governments of Slovenia and Croatia. Recognizing that we cannot lay the blame for the conflict exclusively on the Serbs, we should have utilized more effectively the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe to determine the equitable distribution of former Yugoslav territories in conjunction with guarantees for minority rights. Should hostilities still have escalated, the newly independent countries could then have been given the international right to self defense and thus be allowed to purchase the necessary armaments openly on the world market. Simultaneously, sanctions should have been enforced on the Milosovic regime in Serbia. These steps could have "evened" the fight and maybe could have deterred the escalation of the conflict to Bosnia.

In the final analysis, we must understand the international system and realize that the establishment of an arms suppliers' regime is both undesirable and unattainable in the face of continuing international tensions and the demand for arms that come with those tensions. Arms transfers can be a positive influence on the security and stability of a region if done prudently and consistently within a coherent national strategy. Therefore, the US should adopt a dual track approach to arms transfers that allays our allies' security fears through weapons transfers and works to counteract the security dilemma and lower weapons demands through regional security systems. Lastly, we should endeavor to apply our
national security goals and our national norms when confronted with regional wars instead of summarily forcing the participants to the black market and thereby picking winners and losers.
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